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Stepping into the Next Ten Years

A partnership
for hope in
Nicaragua

Since its inception in 2005, the Roots of
Change Foundation’s mission has remained
constant.

Un partenariat
pour
l’espérance
au Nicaragua

Roots of Change Foundation, a Catholic
charity, in partnership with our
Nicaraguan-based partner organization
FUNDACCO, strives to bring hope to
the poor in Nicaragua by funding and
delivering programs that relieve poverty,
provide educational opportunities and
improve health and wellness.
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During those ten years, the Foundation’s
responsibilities have been carried out by
a Board of very capable and dedicated
volunteers. As with most charities, the
ongoing challenge of attracting new members
to serve on a working Board on a volunteer
basis has become a central issue. After a
number of discussions at the Board and
Executive levels, the Board has decided
to initiate a process to determine how to
effectively manage this reality.
The key to the success of this endeavor is you
as a supporter of our mission. Your continued
interest in the Foundation’s success and
financial health will ensure its future viability
and growth.

Creating a sound strategic plan will require a
communal effort. It demands a conversation
with stakeholders such as yourself, who
are motivated to sustain the mission. Your
shared ideas, experiences, and questions
will form the basis for Board discussions and
decisions related to the future governance
and administrative structure of the
Foundation. Thus, your input is critical.
For that purpose, the Board invites you to
attend a Special General Meeting to explore
the way forward.

We are mindful
that we are not
alone at this stage
of the Foundation’s
development. We
have a patron, Fr.
Denis, praying for
the Foundation’s
continued success,
beseeching God to use our steadfast love for
our brothers and sisters in Nicaragua as a
channel to bring hope into their midst.

We are looking forward to your participation
in this decision making process. Thank you.
Eugene Malo
President

You
are invited
to Meeting
a Specialof
General
Meeting
Special
General
Stakeholders
Exploring the Way Forward
Saturday, September 26, 2015
10:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. Lunch will be provided.
St. Andrew Parish Auditorium

12810 – 111 Ave, Edmonton AB

RSVP to Eugene Malo by September 4
Phone 780 438-4930 or Eugene.Malo@rootsochange.ca
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Our 10th Year Anniversary Gala by Suzanne Foisy Moquin
On June 4th, 2015 an energetic crowd of 250 friends of the Foundation
gathered at the Italian Cultural Centre in Edmonton to celebrate a decade of
good work and friendship.

Ten years ago, Father Denis Hébert shared a dream with his
friends and family in St. Albert asking them to help him finance
development projects in the barrio of Edgar Lang in Managua
and in surrounding regions. And so the seed was planted
in a dozen minds and within a short time Father’s dream of
Canadians bridging the social and economic gap with their poor
brothers and sisters to the South took root. In Nicaragua, hope
was being restored, relationships were forged between our
countries and projects assuredly multiplied. Although Father
Denis has left this world to be with the Lord, his dream of a
Father Jonathan Morris
more just world will continue on, as was manifested during our
anniversary celebration.

Luis Cruz Mora
addresses the
crowd; Buba
Babic translates

Our friends from FUNDACCO, Luis Enrique and Pedro Rafael
were in attendance and spoke very passionately about their
determination to forge ahead with their team to bring change
to the communities they serve. They were also most gracious in thanking
Albertans for the commitment and continued support so fundamental
to their work. A special recognition was given to Richard Leblanc for his
exceptional dedication to the Foundation and special friendship with our
partner organization since its inception.

Our guest speaker for the evening, Father Jonathan Morris from
the Bronx, New York, reminded all gathered of two important
social principles: solidarity and subsidiarity. So while we are
compassionate, caring and involved in the struggles that our
Jocelyne Durocher
Nicaraguan friends face, we must never take away from them
their autonomy and ability to forge their own path. Father Denis
always believed in empowering the community as a whole in
order to establish real change and allow all to live in dignity.

Michel Lapointe
and Pedro Rafael
Cortez

The Roots of Change Foundation would like to sincerely thank
all of its enthusiastic supporters who made the evening a huge
success! Funds raised were beyond all expectations, reaching
over $100,000. Special thanks are extended to an anonymous
donor who, late in the evening, challenged attendees to dig
deeper, and then quadrupled those donations!

Great entertainment, good food, touching stories, laughter and
tears were part and parcel of a new impetus for the next ten years of work
that lay ahead for the Foundation. At this critical time in the Foundation’s
evolution, may we all as committed Christians, attend to the needs of those
in want and thus pay our share in the debt of justice owing to our sisters and MC Henri Lemire
brothers to the South.

A Donor’s Tribute

posted on Facebook April 14, 2015 by Joyce Cann

So sorry to hear of the passing of Father Denis Hébert in Managua, this evening. He was an amazing man with a huge
heart, whose vision and ministry has touched hundreds of lives in Latin America and here in Canada. His tireless work
to establish local health centres in the barrios of Managua and to secure funding for hundreds of poor Nicaraguan
youth to pursue an education would be a tremendous source of pride to a lesser man. Pere Hébert was not a proud
man. He joyfully lived his vocation in the service of God and the Nicaraguans he loved. I am proud to have had my life
touched by this little priest with the generous smile and warm heart! I am sure Padre Denis is sharing a hearty laugh
with the angels this evening! Rest Easy, Father!
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Special Appreciation and Thanks to Richard Leblanc
Ten years ago, at a barbeque hosted
by Rita and Richard Leblanc, Father
Denis Hébert suggested that a local
charity be organized to finance projects
in Nicaragua to improve the lives of
people who lived in extreme poverty.
In response to Fr. Denis’ request, Rick
became the lead organizer of this new
venture.

most demanding of Board member
responsibilities. The Project Administrator’s primary function is to ensure
that the Foundation carries out its
mission in conformity with provincial
and federal legislation. In order to
meet these obligations, Rick developed
programs and processes for both
the Foundation and FUNDACCO. In
addition, he maintained an ongoing
Establishing a charity on a volunteer
conversation with FUNDACCO
basis from the ground up was a
to ensure that expenditures for
daunting task. Legal and organizational
various projects in Nicaragua were
issues need to be resolved. Establishing
appropriately monitored. Because of
a partnership with a registered
his untiring efforts, the Roots of Change
Nicaraguan charity (FUNDACCO) had
Foundation is now recognized as a
its particular challenges. Despite these
charity that carries out its mission in
and many other hurdles, Rick was
an efficient and transparent manner.
Rita and Rick Leblanc with the
resolute in honouring the commitment
commemorative plaque custom
he had made to Fr. Hébert. With the
With the support of his wife Rita, Rick
carved by a Nicaraguan artisan
support of family and friends, Fr. Denis’ has modeled for us in an exemplary
vision evolved into a reality — the
manner the impact that one person can
our brothers and sisters in Nicaragua
Roots of Change Foundation.
make in bringing hope to the poor.
to improve their lives.
While he served as a volunteer
On behalf of the Board, I thank Rick
“Well done, good and faithful servant.”
Board member, Rick took on the
most sincerely for his ten years of
role of Project Administrator, the
dedicated and loyal service in helping Eugene Malo, President

Aspiring Students Need Help on the Path to Self-Sufficiency

Currently four deserving young men have qualified for the Scholarship Program. Your annual donation equal to a
full or partial scholarship helps to give a young person the skills they need to complete their education and, in turn,
help their families and communites to a more secure future. Please consider helping these qualifying students. For
more information on the Scholarship Program, contact John Schile at 780 459-8680 or go to www.rootsofchange.ca .
Freddy Ramón López Herrera, 18
from Santa Ana, Somatillo
Goal: BA in Pure Mathematics
Annual cost: $1800 /year
Freddy will live in residence at National
Autonomous University of Nicaragua at
Leon which is 110 km from Santa Ana.
His mother Raymunda, 60, is a leader
in their community.
Jairo Rafael García, 19, Ceibita, Somotillo
Goal: Degree in English
Annual cost: $1800 /year
Jairo will live at home and travel daily
to Cristian Autonomous University of
Nicaragua in Chinandega, 75 km from
home. Jairo lives with his grandmother
who raised him after he was
abandoned by his parents.

Walmer Yassael Sánchez, 19, Cinco Pinos
Goal: Bachelor of Social Work
Annual cost: $1800 /year
Walmer will live in residence at the
Autonomous University of Nicaragua
in Somotillo which is 35 km from Cinco
Pinos. Walmer will visit his mother on
weekends.
José Thomas Cerro, 17, from San Benito
Goal: Degree in Customs Administration
Annual cost: $1800 /year
José will attend the Technological
University of Trade on Saturdays; the
school is 45 km from San Benito.

Immortality & Other Myths Surrounding Your Will
There are several myths surrounding the need for having
a valid Will. This article will deal with a few of the more
common myths.

1. Your Immortality - Youth and good health are probably
the greatest reasons people put off the making of a Will. While
these two attributes are very good things to possess, both can
be temporary, and they are never a guarantee of immortality.
Simply put, the moment one assumes an obligation to
another person through marriage, or through a committed
common-law or adult interdependent relationship, one’s
need for a Will becomes apparent. The level of importance,
of course, greatly increases with the arrival of a first child.
2. Only the Wealthy Need a Will - We tend to think that
a Will is only required when we have acquired a degree of
wealth and wish to make sure it is disposed of in accordance
with our wishes. While this is an important aspect of a Will, it
is not the only nor even the most important. The parents of
young children will surely wish to ensure that:
a) their children are well cared for by guardians who
care most about them;

b) the children’s financial needs are met to the greatest
extent possible with the available funds;
c) their needs are met beyond the age of majority
through the use of appropriate trusts.

3. Death and Taxes - Yes, unfortunately, both of the above
are inevitable. Unfortunately, even the best lawyer cannot
prevent death. However, that is not the case when it comes
to the avoidance of taxes. There are stratagems which can

Some Practical Suggestions

When contemplating the making of a Will, the basic
requirements which the testator will have to address are
the following:

by Hervé Durocher

be utilized to minimize taxes which arise on death, often
involving a Will as part of a more elaborate estate planning
process.

4. If I Don’t Have a Will, the Government Will Get It All This old myth is simply not true. It has never been true in any
Province of Canada, since all Provinces have a law governing
the distribution of estates on intestacy and the state is not
permitted to confiscate property upon death. Even in cases
where beneficiaries can not readily be identified or located,
the law provides that property be held in a “suspense”
account for many years pending a search.

In Canada, as long ago as 1968, succession duties were
abolished. Most Provinces did away with their estate tax laws
at about the same time.
The greatest effects of taxation on death for the average
person will result from:

a. capital gains tax which arises because all (non-exempt)
property is deemed to be disposed of upon death, and
b. the immediate taxation of all funds in Registered
Retirement (RRSP or RIFF) plans upon death.

5. I’m Getting On An Airplane, I’d Better Make Sure my
Will is Up to Date - No matter how often we are told that,
statistically, air travel is much safer than travel by automobile.
Our thinking continues to be coloured by the publicity
surrounding passenger airline accidents. Give yourself (and
your lawyer) a break; prepare or revise your Will before
facing the added stress of a travel deadline.
needs spouse or child.

5. Obviously, one must be aware that, even though there
is no duty to treat all beneficiaries of a certain class equally,
there is a duty of fairness where a family is involved.
Without giving lengthy explanation, suffice it to say that the
Courts have intervened where it was shown that a testator
was motivated by spite or ill will, in making an uneven
distribution of the estate.

1. The identity of the Personal Representative
(Executor). This can be one person only, or more than
one where the circumstances warrant. This can also be a
corporate trustee ( Trust Company) where a greater level
of sophistication is required, or where there is a realistic 6. Finally, a testator should consider whether there are
any groups or individuals who merit consideration as
concern over conflicts between parties involved.
beneficiaries of his or her estate. This might be a good time
2. The age or ages at which young beneficiaries should to recognize organizations who have benefitted oneself,
receive the capital of their inheritance.
or a loved one. The obvious examples are the various
health related foundations, associations, endowments,
3. A Testator should consider whether there are any
special considerations (difficulties) which may arise due etc... religious groups are, quite rightly, often the objects of
generosity by those who have been comforted by their faith
to the nature of the assets of the estate (i.e. corporate
during their lives. Finally, it might also be a good time to do
or partnership interests); or whether assets can be
one’s part in leveling the playing field between those who
bequeathed in kind or whether they must be liquidated.
have plenty, and those who have less through a gift whose
4. A testator must be aware of special duties which
purpose is to alleviate poverty.
exist with respect to providing for dependants. This can
be especially challenging where one has assumed during In all these considerations, one should be reminded of the
one’s lifetime, the support or partial support of a special old maxim: where there’s a Will, there’s a way!
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Olds-Trochu Delegates Give and Receive - by Angie Spiller
In February 2015 a delegation of 12 participants
from Olds-Trochu visited the small village of Los
Caraos in North Nicaragua. We tackled two projects
-- a house and a perimeter fence around the same
church we helped complete in 2013. Participants
ranging in age between 14 and 60 spent two
years preparing for this visit, eagerly awaiting the
adventure designed by God.

Delegates learned new
ways of team building
and house building

Canadians and Nicaraguans construct wire
forms for beams
(right)

For many it was their first trip to
Nicaragua, but they soon came to
understand how the returnees “felt like
they were going home to visit family”.
There was great joy and excitement in
being received “home” by the villagers we
got to know and love on our first trip. For
returnee Faye Hibbs it was like the whole
community was family. “Once you come
once it is hard not to come back. It feels
like family.”

For the nine first-timers, the overwhelming sights,
smells and culture take a few days to sink in: the
differences between our two cultures are often
overwhelming for new participants. Chickens
roaming freely, dust covering clothing, homes and
skin with the combination of heat and hard work are
part of the Nicaraguan experience that so many have
come to know and love.

The importance of relationships was evident when
the villagers hosted a birthday party for a delegate
complete with cake, piñata and lots of music. “Best
birthday ever” asserted birthday girl Angela Meding.

We all felt overwhelmed by the love poured out to
our team. One participant stated, “It is an experience
I will never forget”. Cindy Malaka of Trochu stated,
“I will never be able to stay at a resort again”. Cindy
has kept in constant contact with her host family.
Our lives are forever changed because we took
time from our busy lives and shared a little of our
resources with those who have so little. We raised
money for materials and built a 20x20 foot brick
house for a family of five. Their previous home was
unsafe and unhealthy for their children. Mother
Mercedes Maria tearfully spoke of her gratitude
for her new home... “next time to come to visit us,
you stay at my home”. There would be no greater
privilege than to do so. Imagine the feeling of having
a home unfit to live in and two weeks later being
able to invite people to stay with you.

God is alive and
well in Nicaragua
through groups
like this one and
many of the other
delegations that
Quickly participants adjust to their surroundings
are supported
and fall in love with the culture and the people. With through Roots
the challenges of the first few days behind them,
of Change and
one sees relationships begin to form. On this trip
FUNDACCO.
we were blessed with many talented participants
Father Denis’
who freely shared their love for music through jam legacy is alive and well. Through his inspired work
sessions, guitar lessons and sing-alongs with the
and passion for the poor, he has helped change the
villagers. Tears flowed as teen returnee Joey Spiller face of Nicaragua. Through Roots of Change and
presented the guitar he purchased to the leaders of FUNDACCO his work will continue to inspire the
the church who received it with great gratitude.
hearts of delegations for years to come.

Merci -Thank you for your support

• St Albert Catholic High School Rotary Interact Club for
their $17,095 donation for the Belen Community Centre

Wills Seminar
Monday, October 5, 2015

• Conseil scolaire Nord-Ouest for the students’ donation
of $3,301 for projects in Nicaragua

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

• Gala organizers, sponsors, and volunteers who created
a very enjoyable and successful evening
SACHS students Ivy
Maganito (right) &
Kayla Mariacci (left)
presented the cheque
from the Interact Club
at the June 4th Gala

St Albert Inn & Suites
A free information session
featuring an experienced estate

• Vancouver Hébert family for their donation of $4102

lawyer addressing the importance

• Rick Leblanc, Else Annich and Suzanne and Yves Moquin
for their leadership and dedicated service on the Board of
Directors

Co-sponsored with the Edmonton
Community Foundation
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of having a valid, up-to-date will.

Calendar Sept - Nov 2015

Fr. Denis Hébert Volunteer Award 2015
Merci, Gracias, Thank you! I am so grateful for this opportunity of a lifetime to
walk in Father Denis’ shoes, doing what he believed in. As his great niece, I have
always dreamed of following in his footsteps and learning from him. My name is
Danielle Nobert, and I was born and raised in St. Albert, Alberta. I am currently a
fourth year co-op student in International Development and Globalization, minor
in Social Service, at the University of Ottawa. Co-op students must complete four
work placements designed to gain experience in their field of studies. As part of my
second work placement (January to April 2016), I will be heading to Nicaragua to
volunteer with FUNDACCO.

Sep 20

Board meeting, Edmonton
Info: Eugene at 780 438-4930

Sep 26

Forum on the Next Ten Years
St Andrew’s Auditorium
12810 - 111 Avenue
Edmonton 10 am - 2 pm

Oct 6

Wills Seminar, 6:30-8:30pm
St Albert Inn & Suites

Oct -Nov Board meetings, Edmonton

My travels to Mexico, India and Nicaragua have
Watch for dates on website
planted a seed for the desire to do humanitarian
late Nov Delegation visit to Nicaragua
work. Approximately ten years ago, I organized
multiple fundraisers; one for an organization in
Mexico called Families at the Dump, the other
Travel to Nicaragua
for Roots of Change Foundation. These activities
The next Alberta adult delegation to
gave me the opportunity to visit these locations in
Nicaragua is November 2015. If you are
person and experience first hand the impacts of the interested in joining this delegation and
funds and the development projects implemented.
learning more about the people and
As well, I volunteered for six months with
communities served by Roots of Change,
Canada World Youth. For the Canadian portion,
please contact Jocelyne at 780 405-8084
in Winnipeg, I volunteered at an inner city out-ofor Jocelyne.durocher[at]rootsofchange.ca.
school care program. During the overseas portion,
in India, I taught English at a girls’ Hindi school.

Danielle Nobert
I definitely look forward to going back to Nicaragua in 2016. My first project upon
arriving will be to help with the children’s summer camps. Additionally, I will help
wherever my skills are needed, potentially leading workshops offered to members
of financial co-operatives, but that has yet to be decided. Regardless of what my
tasks will be, I am ready for this challenge and I look forward to making Father
Denis proud.

Your family or organization can support the
Roots of Change Foundation by hosting a
speaker. Representatives are available to give
short or detailed presentations to all groups.
Please contact Raymonde Schile at
780-459-8680 to discuss your group’s needs
and schedule a presentation.

Please help by supporting this ministry of hope
Roots of Change Foundation
Source de developpement
PO Box 92 St. Albert, Alberta Canada T8N 1N2
www.rootsofchange.ca/Donate.html
President: Eugene Malo tel 780 438-4930
Eugene.Malo@rootsofchange.ca

The goal for our 2015
fundraising campaign
is $280,000.
Tax receipts are issued for
donations of $20 or more.

Online and monthly
donations can now be
made by credit card
through
CanadaHelps.org

I would like to contribute the sum of $ ____________to help the poor of Nicaragua.
I would like to receive a tax receipt by email .
I would like to receive the Newsletter via e-mail.
I would like to volunteer with fundraising events
mailouts
serve on Board of Directors

□

□

□

□

Name

Phone

Address

Email

City

Prov

Registered Charity Number 81320 5077 RR0001

□

Postal Code
Canada Revenue Agency: http://www.cra.gc.ca/charities.html
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